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	Introduction to Linear Elasticity, 3rd Edition provides an applications-oriented grounding in the tensor-based theory of elasticity for students in mechanical, civil, aeronautical, biomedical engineering, as well as materials and earth science. The book is distinct from the traditional text aimed at graduate students in solid mechanics by introducing its subject at a level appropriate for advanced undergraduate and beginning graduate students. The author's presentation allows students to apply the basic notions of stress analysis and move on to advanced work in continuum mechanics, plasticity, plate and shell theory, composite materials, and finite method analysis.
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Hybrid Electric Vehicle System Modeling and Control (Automotive Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2017

	This new edition includes approximately 30% new materials covering the following information that has been added to this important work:


	- extends the contents on Li-ion batteries detailing the positive and negative electrodes and characteristics and other components including binder, electrolyte, separator and foils, and the...
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PET and PET/CT Study Guide: A Review for Passing the PET Specialty ExamSpringer, 2012

	The PET and PET/CT Study Guide presents a comprehensive review of nuclear medicine principles and concepts necessary for passing PET specialty board examinations. The practice questions and content are similar to those found on the Nuclear Medicine Technology Certification Board (NMTCB) exam, allowing test takers to maximize...
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Digital People: From Bionic Humans to AndroidsJoseph Henry Press, 2004
Robots, androids, and bionic people pervade popular culture, from classics like Frankenstein and R.U.R. to modern tales such as The Six Million Dollar Man, The Terminator, and A.I. Our fascination is obvious – and the technology is quickly moving from books and films to real life.
In a lab at MIT, scientists and technicians have created...
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Artificial Life Models in SoftwareSpringer, 2005
This book presents software tools, environments and realities dealing with creation, imitation and analysis of artefactual, virtual, and living forms, written by those who personally design and produce software, hardware, and art installations in artificial life, simulated complex systems, and virtual worlds.

This timely volume offers a...
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Informal PhilosophyRowman & Littlefield Publishers, 2009
From around the turn of the twentieth century, the founders of symbolic logic had a profound effect on subsequent philosophical practice. They saw the combination of logic and science as a model that philosophy should emulate. Bertrand Russell (1872–1970) described it as a “scientific philosophy, grounded in mathematical logic.”...
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Go Standard Library Cookbook: Over 120 specific ways to make full use of the standard library components in GolangPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Implement solutions by leveraging the power of the GO standard library and reducing dependency on external crates

	
		Key Features

		
			Develop high quality, fast and portable applications by leveraging the power of Go Standard Library.
	
			Practical recipes that will help you work...
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